Network structure is thought to play a crucial role in a variety of social processes, ranging from the diffusion of information to the spread of social behaviors and norms. As such, understanding the way individuals are interconnected in social networks is of prime significance to predict their collective outcomes. Leveraging data from a knowledge-sharing website, we develop several quantitative measures to quantify a node's social context diversity in directed networks and investigate the role of social context diversity in predicting one's social reputation online. We show that social reputation is tightly controlled by the structural diversity of one's social neighbors, rather than merely neighbor size. To more accurately capture the social context diversity of individuals, we introduce a conceptually new and computationally efficient diversity measure which is obtained via "k -clip decomposition" on networks and outperforms some other diversity measures based exclusively on existing weak or strong connectivity between nodes. In the light of "social bridges", we further demonstrate the potential utility of common neighbors to depict the social context diversity of individuals which would go unnoticed otherwise. Our results highlight the importance of social context diversity and have practical implications in the domains of collective intelligence and social influence.
Introduction
Recent years have witnessed the emergence and rapid proliferation of many social applications and media platforms. As the backbone of so many online social systems, network structure is becoming a complex and subtle force that drives the dynamics of a wide variety of social processes. In some cases, we seek to leverage social networks to encourage the adoption of new products or promote positive behaviors like cooperation and physical exercise [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , while in others to eliminate the spread of fake news or changing negative behaviors like conflict and unhealthy eating [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . One particularly controversial argument in terms of network structure and spreading is the "influential spreaders" hypothesis-the idea that influential individuals act as leaders and catalyze the diffusion processes in society. To identify the influential spreaders, a line of research has attempted to obtain simulant and analytical results based exclusively on network topological features, such as k-shell, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality and pagerank [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . A key challenge of those proposed measures is that most of them either require complete and accurate network structure or are not scalable to network size, which limits their applications in many giant social networks. Furthermore, although the identified top ranked individuals are guaranteed to be structurally vital, there is an immense shortage of empirical evidence concerning whether it actually operates in this way in real-life scenarios 2, 18 .
A wealth of theory also suggests that an individual's socio-economic characteristics are generally closely related to his or her network location 19, 20 . As articulated in the social capital theory, the amount of social resources embedded in one's ego network are valid measures for social capital at the individual level 19 , and the corresponding positive social outcomes generally grow monotonically with how many unique contacts he or she maintains 21 . Compared with tightly-knit and emotionally close relationships in offline friendships, today's online social networks are largely driven by "weak ties" which contribute to construct relatively larger but less intimate relationships at a low cost. More importantly, access to individuals outside one's close social realm may provide novel channels to receive more non-redundant information and potentially exaggerate one's social influence as a result 22, 23 . In the collective intelligence research, opinions and perspectives from people of diverse backgrounds could help to stimulate innovative and disruptive ideas, which can lead to a higher level of collective intelligence as well 24 .
"Similarity breeds connection" 25 . Although the number of direct social contacts is considered a good predictor of an individual's social outcomes, this simple measure may overestimate the effect size due to the homophily between contacts which is a pervasive phenomenon across disciplines 26, 27 . As evidenced in the literature, connected individuals persist similar patterns in terms of diverse social activities and interests 25, [27] [28] [29] . The prevalence of homophily in social networks brings two competing arguments: On one hand, as individuals with similar characteristics tend to flock together, this may help us to infer one's social identity from his or her social contacts; On the other hand, the information redundancy and similarity in one's social realm may also limit one's potential of exposure to diverse information and interaction with people from different backgrounds. The recent availability of vast and fine-grained data of human activity in online social networks provides an unprecedented opportunity to investigate the nuanced or subtle social effects induced by homophily. Leveraging data from the growth of Facebook, Ugander et al. find that the probability of adoption of Facebook is tightly controlled by the number of unconnected clusters, which they term structural diversity, among one's social contacts, instead of number of unique social contacts 1 . In a subsequent study, Aral and Nicolaides show that structural diversity plays a nonnegligible role in explaining the exercise contagion in a global social network of runners 5 . However, these studies mainly consider undirected social ties, while in many cases, social ties are generally directed and may function quite differently regarding to the direction 29, 30 . To date, how the diversity of social contexts affects personal social outcomes is still poorly understood, let alone the fact that the directionality of social ties should not be neglected in studies concerning various social processes. Furthermore, most current studies on online social networks focus exclusively on explicit and direct social ties, leaving the door open to investigate circumstances where relatively strong homophily exists even without the presence of direct social ties between individuals. For example, if two individuals share a large proportion of friends, there is a high chance that they are similar to each other even without the establishment of an explicit social tie between them. In this case, shared friends could act as "social bridges" implicitly linking unconnected people. A recent study of urban purchase behavior has provided promising evidence for the effectiveness of social bridges in predicting similarity in community purchase behavior 31 . Here, from the view of ego network analysis, we apply the concept of social bridges to better depict the social context diversity of focal individuals. We will elaborate the procedures later.
In this paper, we propose several structural metrics to quantify the social context diversity of individuals in directed networks and present exploratory analyses of how social context diversity of individuals could be utilized to predict their personal social reputations online. Specifically, we collect three kinds of popularity measures (number of upvotes, thanks and favorites a user has received) to depict one's social reputation on a knowledge-sharing platform. To obtain a single measure of social reputation, we collapse these three measures into one via dimensionality reduction. In social network research, the size of direct social neighbors is a widely used measure to depict social power at the individual level, but it fails to take the redundancy of social neighbors into consideration. To quantify the social context diversity of a node or user (we use the terms node and user interchangeably throughout the paper) in a directed network, we first propose two structural diversity measures in terms of weak and strong connectivity between social neighbors of this focal node (called "ego node" hereafter): (i) weak structural diversity measure (henceforth termed "weak diversity measure"), measured by the number of weakly connected components in the ego node's direct neighborhood (formed by the ego node's followers) and (ii) strong structural diversity measure (henceforth termed "strong diversity measure"), measured by the number of strongly connected components in the ego node's direct neighborhood. We find that for individuals with the same number of followers on the network, more diversified social contexts (indicated by higher diversity measures) generally correspond to higher social reputations. Regression analyses further reveal that it's the diversity of social context rather than merely the social neighbor size (measured by indegree) that mimics the ecosystem of online social reputations. This pattern still stands even when we focus on users with extremely high (top 5%) social reputations or conditional on answer counts that one has contributed to the knowledge-sharing community.
Considering the fact that strong diversity measure is built upon very strict conditions which are generally very rare, thus limiting the generalizability of this diversity measure in many real networks, while simply assuming any two connected nodes belong to one social component could make weak diversity measure fail to deal with the situation where one extremely large connected component exists in the network, we further introduce a new diversity measure to more precisely capture the social context diversity of a node. We name this new measure k-clip diversity measure as it's obtained via k-clip decomposition, a novel general method we proposed for network fragmentation on directed networks and implemented by repeatedly removing nodes whose outdegree (number of outgoing links) is larger than or equal to k in the connected neighborhood of the ego node. Analyses manifest the advantages of k-clip diversity measure over indegree, weak diversity measure and strong diversity measure in empirically predicting personal social reputations. The advantages still remain even when we focus on users with extremely high (top 5%) social reputations or conditional on answer counts. After synthetically controlling possible confounding factors, such as gender and several activity-related factors, users with the most diversified social contexts still tend to have higher social reputations than others do so. Taking social bridges into consideration, we advance the concept of structural diversity forward in a more general setting of social contexts. Additional analyses suggest that social bridges provide additive power to capture the social context diversity of users in the network. Our work presents a new direction for quantifying social context diversity in directed networks and demonstrates the strength of structural diversity in empirically predicting personal social outcomes, and could shed significant insights into the study of a range of social processes, such as the diffusion of innovations, the spread of misinformation, and the influence maximization problems. On the knowledge-sharing website, how many upvotes, thanks and favorites one has received generally indicate the popularity of this user on the platform. a Probability distribution of received upvote count of ego users. b Probability distribution of received thank count. c Probability distribution of received favorite count. For ease of visualization, probability distributions of zero are not shown. As shown in the figure, both of the distributions are highly skewed, which indicate the high inequality of popularity measures among users on the online platform. given example ego network, indegree of the ego user is 9 as he or she has 9 followers (a); weak diversity measure is 4 since there are only 4 weakly connected components formed by those 9 followers (b); and strong diversity measure is 6 since there are 6 strongly connected components formed by those 9 followers (c). d Mapping an ego network with three followers to weakly connected components. For simplicity, reciprocal ties are not shown as unidirectional ties are capable to capture the weak connectivity of any two nodes in the network. As shown in the panel, depending on the connectivity patterns between followers, it's straightforward to map the connected neighborhood of the ego user to different bins of weakly connected components. Left column, middle column and right column correspond to situations where the weak diversity measure is exactly one, two and three, respectively. e As in (d) but for strong connectivity cases. All possible choices of strong connectivity between followers are shown in the panel. f-g Social reputation index for two-follower, three-follower, and four-follower ego networks in terms of weak and strong diversity measures stratified by indegree, respectively. For ego users with five or more followers, see Supplementary Fig. 5 and 6. Bars are 95% confidence intervals obtained via bootstrap (10,000 samples), and shading areas indicate differences in weak and strong diversity measures.
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a straightforward metric to mimic one's social reputation in social networks, few studies have taken the diversity of social contacts into consideration. Ugander et al. address this problem with the goal of investigating how the diversity of social neighbors affects social contagion on Facebook 1 . Specifically, they demonstrate that the number of connected components Dependent variable is set to be social reputation index for every regression in the panels. a Estimation of the coefficients of indegree, weak diversity measure and strong diversity measure independently, in three separate univariate regressions (separated by the dashed line). b Directly comparing indegree and weak diversity measure in the same regression. c Directly comparing indegree and strong diversity measure in the same regression. The consistent positive estimates for weak and strong diversity measures and the negative or smaller positive estimates for indegree in the combined regressions (b-c) support the claim that social reputation is tightly controlled by the diversity of an individual's followers, rather than by the actual number of followers. Bars are 95% confidence intervals calculated from OLS regressions.
among one's social neighbors provides a reliable way to predict user recruitment where the contact neighborhood size is quite small (typically five or fewer nodes). But for user engagement, where the neighborhood size becomes as many as 50, connected component count fails to accurately reflect the diversity of social contacts. Here in our study, the establishment of social ties on the platform is mainly driven by weak relationships, which may lead to the constructed social networks quite sparse compared with Facebook networks. Since social ties in the defined networks are directed, we apply weak and strong connectivity between nodes to construct the social context diversity metrics. Note that for any given two nodes u and v in a directed network, u and v are said to be weakly connected as long as there is a path linking u and v regardless of the direction of the path, and strongly connected if and only if there is a directed path from u to v as well as a directed path from v to u. Therefore, according to the weak or strong connectivity patterns between nodes, a directed network can be decomposed into several components. In the present study, for a given ego user, the weak diversity measure is computed by counting the number of weakly connected components in the connected neighborhood of this user, whereas the strong diversity measure is computed by counting the number of strongly connected components in the connected neighborhood of this ego user. Upper panels in Fig. 2 give the intuitive illustrations of how the diversity measures are computed compared with indegree (number of followers) in the constructed ego networks with the ego user located at the hub of a wheel. For the given ego user, (i) indegree just equals to the neighborhood size (i.e., number of followers), which is 9 in the given example (Fig. 2a) ; (ii) weak diversity measure equals to the number of weakly connected components (highlighted in the shading areas) in the connected neighborhood of the ego user, which is 4 in the given example (Fig. 2b) ; (iii) strong diversity measure equals to the number of strongly connected components (highlighted in the shading areas) in the connected neighborhood, which is 6 in the given example (Fig. 2c) .
For these 234,834 ego users, we first run three univariate regressions where dependent variable is the social reputation index and independent variables are indegree, weak diversity measure and strong diversity measure, respectively. We normalize both dependent variable and independent variables before they are fed into ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions. Results suggest that social reputation index increases with these three metrics with coefficients as 0.932 for indegree (95% confidence intervals [CI]: 0.929-0.934, p<0.001), 0.898 for weak diversity measure (95% CI: 0.896-0.901, p<0.001) and 0.929 for strong diversity measure (95% CI: 0.927-0.931, p<0.001) ( Fig. 3a ; see Supplementary Table 6 , column 1-3 for details). With a close look at the differences between individuals with equal indegree but varying weak diversity measures, we find that social reputation index generally grows monotonically with weak diversity measure stratified by indegree (Fig. 2f) . Similar pattern is also found with regard to strong diversity measure (Fig. 2g) . These findings suggest that even for individuals with the same number of followers, those whose followers coming from diverse social contexts are more likely to have a higher social reputation index than that of others whose followers coming from more or less similar social contexts.
However, additional regression analyses reveal that weak and strong diversity measures act differently when compared with indegree. First, an OLS regression is performed on the social reputation index, using both indegree and weak diversity measure as independent variables. Although the estimated coefficients are both positive: 0.136 for indegree (95% CI: 0.117-0.156, p<0.001) and 0.769 for weak diversity measure (95% CI: 0.750-0.787, p<0.001), the much larger coefficient of weak diversity measure indicates that weak diversity measure provides a better depiction of social reputations than indegree (Fig. 3b; see also  Supplementary Table 6 , column 4 for details). Another OLS regression is also performed where dependent variable is still set as social reputation index but independent variables are replaced by indegree and strong diversity measure. The estimated coefficients are mixed: −0.751 for indegree (95% CI: −0.789-−0.713, p<0.001), and 1.672 for strong diversity measure (95% CI: 1.634-1.710, p<0.001) ( Fig. 3c ; see also Supplementary Table 6 column 5). The positive estimate for strong diversity measure and negative estimate for indegree suggest that it's not the number of followers an individual has, but instead the number of strongly connected components formed by followers that mimics an individual's social reputation on the network. Taken together, we find that personal social reputation is tightly controlled by the diversity of an individual's followers, rather than by the actual size of followers. Similar patterns are also found even when we focus on ego users with extremely high (top 5%) social reputations (see Supplementary Table 7 for details).
k-clip decomposition on networks
In the previous section we have shown that when the weak and strong connectivity between social neighbors are considered, we can acquire better structural measures to predict one's social reputation compared with indegree. But there are several drawbacks to cope with. First, conditions of strong connectivity between nodes are generally very strict and thus rare, limiting the potential application of the strong diversity measure in many real-world networks. Second, simply assuming any two nodes belong to one social component as long as there is a direct social tie between them may overestimate the similarity between weakly connected nodes and thus make the weak diversity measure fail to mimic the social context diversity. For instance, as shown in Fig. 4 b-c, there exists an extremely large weakly connected component compared with the network size in both cases. Apparently, it's not reasonable if we simply count the largest connected component as one when computing the weak diversity measure; as such, weak diversity measure fails to accurately capture the social context diversity in this scenario. More importantly, unlike Facebook where a social tie between two individuals is created only when both of them confirm the relationship, many social platforms (e.g., Twitter, Instagram and Zhihu) don't require mutual confirmation of the establishment of a social tie, and users on these platforms can nearly follow anyone they want. Therefore, in a directed network, users with too many outgoing links may create "spurious" connections between quite different users or social components (Fig. 4c, inset) . Left panel of Fig. 4d illustrates the general case, where nodes on the left part may be quite different from nodes in the right and bottom parts but node in the hub has too many outgoing links and thereby creates unreliable connections between them in the sense of weak connectivity.
To address these limitations and more precisely quantify the social context diversity for ego users, we propose a new approach, which we term "k-clip decomposition", by repeatedly removing all nodes of outdegree larger than or equivalent to k (k is a positive integer) in the connected neighborhood of a given ego user. Specifically, k-clip decomposition works in an adaptive manner, where only one node is removed at each step and nodes are removed repeatedly in a descending order of outdegree until all nodes' outdegree is less than k in the remaining connected neighborhood. After k-clip decomposition, the number of weakly connected components in the remaining connected neighborhood of the ego node is just the ultimate measure we need. We name this measure "k-clip diversity measure". Figure 4d shows the general processes of k-clip decomposition in a directed network where k is set as 3 for illustration purpose. In the beginning, there are 8 nodes in the original network, and the number of weakly and strongly connected components are 1 and 6, respectively. At first step, node with outdegree 6 is removed in the original network; at second step, node with outdegree 3 is removed in the intermediate network. After that, all nodes' outdegree is less than 3, generating the ultimate decomposed network with 6 nodes and 4 weakly connected components (i.e., k-clip diversity measure=4) (Fig. 4d, right panel) .
For every ego user, we apply the k-clip decomposition in their corresponding connected neighborhoods (see Supplementary  Fig. 7 and 8 for two detailed examples; other approaches of network decomposition, such as community detection or k-shell decomposition, are also discussed in Supplementary Note 4). For any ego user, when k is set to be large enough or more precisely, larger than the largest outdegree of nodes in the ego user' connected neighborhood, k-clip diversity measure degenerates to weak diversity measure. Therefore, when nodes in the connected neighborhood are completely isolated (e.g., Fig. 4a ), k-clip decomposition has no any effect on them regardless of which positive integer k is assigned. Generally speaking, for an ego user, the k-clip diversity measure locates at the range of weak diversity measure and indegree. In practice, we find k=5 is capable to capture the social context diversity of individuals (henceforth k is set to be 5, unless otherwise noted; other choices of k are also discussed in Supplementary Note 4 and Supplementary Fig. 10 ).
Regression analyses verify the superiority of the k-clip diversity measure over indegree, weak diversity measure and strong diversity measure, respectively (see Supplementary Table 9 Followers and social ties between them are colored in red, blue and green respectively, while social ties between ego users and respective followers are both shown in grey. Ego user in panel (a) has 100 followers, and there exist no social ties between his or her social neighbors. Ego users in panel (b) and panel (c) have 150 and 1408 followers respectively, but the majority of nodes (110 and 964, respectively) in each ego user's connected neighborhood forms an extremely large weakly connected component, and only a small proportion of nodes are isolated from the largest weakly connected component. Obviously, weak diversity measure fails to capture the social context diversity of ego users in scenarios of (b) and (c). The inset in panel (c) illustrates a simple example where one user creates too many outgoing social links, resulting in unreliable connections between other users (both of them belong to the same social component in the sense of weak connectivity) even though many of them may be quite different from each other. d The general process of the k -clip decomposition in a directed network, where node with the largest outdegree (denoted by k out max ) larger than or equal to k is removed at each step until all nodes' outdegree is less than k in the remaining network. The number of weakly connected components in the ultimate network, which we term k-clip diversity measure, is just the diversity measure we need. In this example, k is set as 3 for illustration purpose only. After the 3-clip decomposition, all nodes' outdegree should be less than 3, resulting in a decomposed network with 4 weakly connected components. e-g Regression results where k -clip diversity measure (k =5) is compared with indegree, weak diversity measure and strong diversity measure in three regressions, with the social reputation index set as dependent variable in each regression. Bars are 95% confidence intervals calculated from OLS regressions.
as dependent variable while indegree and k-clip diversity measure set as independent variables, the coefficients of indegree and k-clip diversity measure are −0.136 (95% CI: −0.160-−0.112, p<0.001) and 1.057 (95% CI: 1.034-1.080, p<0.001), respectively (Fig. 4e) . When weak diversity measure and k-clip diversity measure are put into a combined regression on social reputation index, the coefficients of them become −0.199 (95% CI: −0.257-−0.140, p<0.001) and 1.128 (95% CI: fit. b Gender differences in terms of social reputation index, where NA refers to users whose gender is not disclosed. c Matching result for k -clip diversity measure, where group Max indicates treatment group and group Other indicates control group. Answer count and gender provide abundant information to predict social reputation index, suggesting the urgent needs to eliminate the possible confounding effects induced by them. Bars are 95% confidence intervals obtained via bootstrap (10,000 samples), and shading areas indicate different groups.
1.068-1.187, p<0.001), respectively (Fig. 4f) . Although k-clip diversity measure is proposed based on weak connectivity between nodes in k-clip decomposed networks, it outperforms strong diversity measure as well. As shown in Fig. 4g , when strong diversity measure and k-clip diversity measure are put into a combined regression, the coefficients of them are 0.186 (95% CI: 0.152-0.221, p<0.001) and 0.739 (95% CI: 0.705-0.773, p<0.001), respectively. In addition, the advantage of k-clip diversity measure is even somewhat amplified when we focus on ego users with the highest (top 5%) social reputations (see Supplementary Table 10 for details). For example, when we redo the analysis as in Fig. 4g but for top 5% (i.e., 11,742) ego users, the estimated coefficient of strong diversity measure suddenly diminishes (β =−0.030, 95% CI: −0.126-0.066, p=0.538) while k-clip diversity measure still serves as a positive and significant predictor (β =1.000, 95% CI: 0.901-1.100, p<0.001). Taken together, k-clip decomposition provides a simple yet powerful way to quantify one's social context diversity.
Robustness to confounders
To reliably estimate the statistical effect of social context diversity on personal social reputations and eliminate possible disturbs induced by potentially confounding factors, we do several robustness checks. It's worth pointing out that, the more answers a user contributes to the platform, the higher social reputation he or she tends to have (Fig. 5a ). To validate the role of diversity measures in predicting social reputations, several OLS regressions are performed while controlling for the number of answers a user contributed. As expected, weak diversity measure, strong diversity measure and k-clip diversity measure still serve as positive and significant predictors of social reputations, and both of these diversity measures function better than indegree (see Supplementary Table 23 , column 1-8 for details). These patterns remain true even when we focus on users with extremely high (top 5%) social reputations (Supplementary Table 24 , column 1-8). More importantly, when answer count is controlled for, the superiority of k-clip diversity measure over weak diversity measure continues to hold; although k-clip diversity measure only marginally outperforms strong diversity measure for the whole sample (i.e., 234,834 ego users), it has an enormous advantage over strong diversity measure for top 5% (i.e., 11,742) ego users (Supplementary Table 23 and 24, column 9-10). We also note that gender could be another potentially confounding factor, as male users tend to have higher social reputations than female users and users of unknown gender (one-way ANOVA, F(2, 234831)=6636.8, p<0.001) (Fig. 5b) . Combining with several other activity-related factors that we have collected and quantified, matching experiment is then conducted to synthetically and more reliably estimate the effectiveness of k-clip diversity measure.
Propensity score matching (PSM) is a widely used method for matching experiments in the literature 27, 34-37 . The key intuition of PSM is to match the treatment group with a control group whose members don't receive the treatment but are statistically indistinguishable or at least only marginally different (within a reasonable limit) from the treatment group on all observable covariates. Specifically, we consider an ego user is treated (i.e., treatment group) if and only if his or her k-clip diversity measure is the same as indegree, otherwise untreated (i.e., control group). Due to the fact that indegree provides the upper limit for k-clip diversity measure, therefore when treatment is achieved for an ego user, the corresponding k-clip diversity measure is also maximized. Taking ego users in Fig. 4 a-c as examples: ego user in Fig. 4a belongs to treatment group (k-clip diversity measure is maximized), while ego users in Fig. 4 b-c belong to control group. After matching, we obtain a well In this example, the top two followers have totally three followees (social bridges) in common: one is the ego user, and the other two are colored in orange; as such, a "bridged connection" (double solid line) between these two followers is created due to the function of social bridges. Direct social ties lead a four-node connected neighborhood to three social components, while social bridges link two of the three social components. We define the "bridged k -clip diversity measure" as the number of unlinked social components after social bridges are considered in the k -clip decomposed connected neighborhood. For the ego user in this example, the corresponding indegree is 4, k -clip diversity measure is 3 (three social components), and bridged k -clip diversity measure is 2 (two unlinked social components). b Social reputation index for two-component, three-component, and four-component connected neighborhood. Bars are 95% confidence intervals obtained via bootstrap (10,000 samples), and shading areas indicate differences in unlinked social component count. c Directly comparing k -clip diversity measure with bridged k -clip diversity measure in a same regression with social reputation index set as the dependent variable. Bars are 95% confidence intervals calculated from OLS regression.
balanced dataset with all standardized mean difference (SMD) between the treated and untreated groups being less than 0.1 (see Supplementary Table 25 for detailed covariates controlled for in PSM). Figure 5c shows the matching result, where users in the treatment group (social context diversity is maximized in the sense of k-clip diversity measure) tend to have significantly higher social reputations than those of their counterparts (paired t-test, t(15862)=22.1, p<0.001) , even they have similar attributes in terms of indegree, gender, answer count, etc. Taken together, after ruling out several potentially confounding factors, matching experiment further manifests the robustness of our analyses.
Social bridges
In previous sections, we have focused exclusively on explicit and direct social ties in one's connected neighborhood when quantifying one's social context diversity. However, as social neighbors provide a reliable way to infer personal characteristics 25, 26, 29, [38] [39] [40] , it's reasonable to speculate that two individuals who share many friends are also similar to each other, even without a direct social tie between them. Therefore, those shared friends could act as social bridges that implicitly "link" two unconnected individuals or social components in the network 31 . Figure 6a illustrates the process of how we apply social bridges in computing the social context diversity (see Supplementary  Fig. 13 and 14 for more examples). We take shared followees into consideration since exposure to similar users could
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have a better chance to result in similarity between two individuals. Specifically, for two followers i and j of an ego user, we adopt Jaccard similarity of their followee sets to determine whether there is a "bridged connection" between them:
where F i and F j denote the followee sets of i and j, ∩ and ∪ denote the intersection and union operators of two sets, and | * | denotes the size of a given set. A bridged connection exists between i and j when JaccardSim(i, j) is larger than a given threshold. A small threshold indicates that a bridged connection exists between two individuals as long as they share a small fraction of followees, while a large threshold requires two individuals sharing a large proportion of followees to determine the existence of a bridged connection.
In practice, we find a threshold of 0.2 is capable to identify the existence of bridged connections between individuals (other choices of thresholds are also discussed in Supplementary Note 8). For ease of computation, ego users with more than 10,000 followers (i.e., 197 of 234,834 ego users) are omitted in the social bridges analysis. For a given ego user, we first do the k-clip decomposition on the network formed by his or her connected neighbors, resulting in distinct social components, and then social bridges are considered in the decomposed network, resulting in additive connections between social components. Figure 6b shows social reputations for ego users with two, three and four social components. As we can see, even for ego users with the same number of social components, those whose social components are highly isolated (i.e., no or few bridged connections between social components) tend to have higher social reputations. Further regression analyses illustrate the strength of social bridges in capturing the social context diversity as more accurate diversity measure is obtained when social bridges are considered ( Fig. 6c ; see also Supplementary Table 26 and 27 for details). In summary, these findings suggest that instead of merely how many followers one has, it's the diversity of one's followers, or more precisely, the diversity of one's social context that matters in predicting one's social reputation in social networks, and social bridges provide additive power to capture that social context diversity.
Discussion
The advent of social networking sites and knowledge-sharing platforms has radically shifted the way we consume information, acquire knowledge and exchange ideas. As social ties among individuals provide the primary pathways along which interactions occur, the way we are connected and embedded in the social networks is thought to affect various personal social outcomes ranging from personal health to socio-economic characteristics. Although plenty of theoretical studies have been dedicated to this field, attempts to find empirical evidence have been hampered due to the lack of sufficient data suitable for such analysis.
In this paper, taking advantage of network data which covers more than 10 million sample users (including more than 230,000 ego users) from an online knowledge-sharing platform, we investigate whether and to what extent the social context diversity of an individual could be utilized to predict personal social reputations. To do so, two structural diversity measuresweak diversity measure and strong diversity measure-are first considered to quantify the social context diversity of ego users. Although analyses suggest that these two diversity measures outperform merely number of followers in depicting personal social reputations, there are several inevitable drawbacks of them due to their inherent limitations to capture the social context diversity. As such, we propose a new general approach, which we term k-clip decomposition, to more accurately quantify the social context diversity from the view of network fragmentation. We also find that, when social bridges are taken into consideration, the ability to predict personal social reputations is further enhanced.
Taken together, our study emphasizes the strength of structural diversity in predicting personal social reputations online and suggests an alternate perspective for people to accumulate their social capital, for policy makers to make interventions and for market operators to set up effective campaigns. Our findings are also of prime significance to understand why network structure matters in a range of social and economic domains. For example, individuals located in a diversified social context are generally more accessible to novel information and ideas, and thus may help to accelerate various diffusion processes, which has important implications for viral marketing and fake news research. Moreover, as we live in such a connected world of overloaded information, how do we aggregate opinions around us (e.g., prefer information from diverse backgrounds) to arrive at reliable and accurate estimation is not only crucial to help us make better decisions but also important for us to improve the collective intelligence.
Our results are the product of one study based on the collected data from an online knowledge-sharing platform. Therefore, additional studies are urgently needed to replicate our findings in other kinds of social applications or domains. In our study, the matching experiment has already accounted for several observed characteristics of users, but due to the limitation of data availability, the estimation results may still be biased without properly controlling on those unobserved and unmeasured confounding factors. As such, we encourage future works to consider more comprehensive factors to achieve more precise estimations. As a first step to more accurately capture the social context diversity in directed networks, we adopt a fast and powerful method to construct a new diversity measure, but other approaches may provide better results. For example, future studies may consider edge properties rather than merely node properties to do the network decomposition, but that should be a tradeoff between computational efficiency and estimation accuracy. The current study mainly considers social ties induced by following relationships, but social connections induced by behavioral changes (such as comment or retweet) may provide
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another way to infer the interrelationships between individuals and thus are worth exploring in future studies.
Methods

Construction of social reputation index
The current study adopts non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) to construct social reputation index from the original data. NMF is an unsupervised approach for dimensionality reduction with the constraints that the input and output matrices don't contain any negative elements. Specifically, for a given non-negative data matrix V , NMF attempts to find an approximate factorization: V ≈ W · H such that the original matrix V can be decomposed into two non-negative submatrices W and H, with the goal of minimizing the reconstruction error between V and W · H.
In our setting, the decomposition of a original matrix with n users and m dimensions of features can be decoded as V n×m ≈ W n×r · H r×m , where r is a given parameter prior to the matrix decomposition and indicates the expected dimension after NMF. In practice, n is set to be the number of ego users in the sample (i.e., 234, 834), m is set to be 3 as there are three types of popularity measures (i.e., number of received upvotes, thanks and favorites), whereas r is set to be 1 as we aim to obtain a single measure of social reputation. After NMF, the submatrix W n×r is just the social reputation index we need.
Specifically, as the distributions of the three popularity measures are highly skewed, we first log-transform their values and then feed them into NMF to obtain the social reputation index. Note that each given value x is log-transformed by log 10 (x + 1) where 1 is added to support cases in which x = 0. Once the social reputation index is obtained, we further normalize it to the range [0, 100] as follows: given a vector Y indicating the social reputation index, every element of Y is normalized as 
Statistical analysis
All the statistical tests are two-tailed with the significance level set at p<0.05. Ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions are performed using Python package Statsmodels or R package lm. We do a series of univariate and combined OLS regressions to evaluate the effectiveness of diversity measures and their comparisons. Variables with highly skewed distributions are first log-transformed by log 10 (x + 1), and all variables involved in the regression processes are normalized to the range [0, 1] before regressions are performed. Detailed regression tables can be found in the Supplementary Information. We perform propensity score matching (PSM) using R package MatchIt. Covariates accounted for in PSM and detailed matching results are present in Supplementary Note 7. Comparisons of social reputations by gender are performed by one-way ANOVA, while comparisons of social reputations between PSM matched ego users are performed by paired t-test. 
Supplementary Note 1 -Data collection
Online social platforms create quasi-real social systems, where users can express their opinions, share experiences, and maintain relationships through various online behaviors, such as posting, commenting, and voting. Recent years, the emergence and rapid proliferation of social platforms provide an unprecedented opportunity to investigate a range of social and economic problems at a large scale which are generally not possible with traditional one-time, self-reported data.
Using data from Zhihu 1 , a Chinese knowledge-sharing website, we present an exploratory investigation of how the social context diversity could be utilized to predict one's social reputation online. The network data can be classified into three main classes: social network data, social reputation data and activity data. Starting from a randomly selected user, the social network data are collected in a snowball sampling manner. Supplementary Fig. 1 illustrates the collection procedure of an ego network (only users one hop away from the ego user are shown). For the ego user (denoted by A) located in the hub of a wheel, we collect his/her complete follower and followee lists, and the followee list of his/her followers as well. The ego network is then constructed based on the explicit social ties between all users covered in the procedure. In total, we collect 234,834 ego users, but to construct these 234,834 ego networks, more than 10 million users are covered. Social reputation data include how many upvotes, thanks and favorites the ego users have received on the platform. We further collect informative activity data of these 234,834 ego users, including how many questions they asked and answered, followed topics and questions, along with some other kinds of publicly available data. Only publicly available data are collected during the whole data collection procedures. Supplementary Fig. 1 . Data collection procedure of an ego network.
Supplementary Note 2 -Data description 1) Social reputation data
On the knowledge-sharing website, how many upvotes, thanks and favorites one received can be viewed as indicators of his/her popularity on the platform. There are 234,834 ego users in total, but nearly two-thirds of them receive no upvotes, three-quarters receive no thanks and three-quarters receive no favorites.
Supplementary Table 1 shows the basic descriptions of the three popularity measures, where the number of upvotes that an ego user received could be as many as 1, 946, 788 , the number of thanks that an ego user received could be as many as 234,912, while the number of favorites that an ego user received could be as many as 2,376,039. Supplementary Table 2 presents the pairwise Pearson correlation coefficients between the three popularity measures. As we can see from the table, number of received upvotes and number of received thanks are highly correlated (Pearson's r = 0.921) while number of received favorites is moderately correlated with number of received upvotes and number of received thanks (Pearson's r = 0.489 and 0.545, respectively). Supplementary Fig. 2 displays the probability distributions of these three popularity measures. Dashed line in each panel is the power-law fitting for each distribution, using a Python toolbox for heavy-tailed distributions S1 . The fitted power-law exponents are 1.342 for upvotes, 1.473 for thanks and 1.400 for favorites, respectively. As described in the main text, these three popularity measures are then collapsed into a single measure, which we term social reputation index, to comprehensively depict one's social reputation online. Supplementary Table 3 shows the basic descriptions of activity-related data. The upper panel displays self-generated data which may indicate one's activity level on the platform. Answer count means how many answers an individual has contributed on the platform; question count means how many questions one has asked on the platform; article count means how many articles one has written on the platform; column count means how many special columns one has written on the platform; pin count means how many personal posts one has posted on the platform; favorite count means how many favorite lists one has created for her/him-self on the platform. The lower panel displays how many questions, topics, columns and favorite lists (generally generated by other users) an individual has followed on the platform, which may indicate one's personal interests on the platform. Specifically, followed column count means how many columns one has followed on the platform; followed favorite count means how many favorite lists one has followed on the platform; followed question count means how many questions one has followed on the platform; followed topic count means how many topics one has followed on the platform. As shown in the table, the data distributions are more or less skewed. These activity-related data are considered later in the robustness check to confirm the role of social context diversity in predicting personal social reputations.
2) Activity data
3) Gender
On the platform, users are free to choose to disclose their gender or not. Supplementary Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the self-reported gender, where "NA" means the group of ego users whose gender is not known. Specifically, 87,213 of 234,834 (37%) ego users don't disclose their gender at all, 80,071 of 234,834 (34%) users are female users and 67,550 of 234,834 (29%) users are male users. Taken together, gender distribution can be considered balanced. Supplementary Note 3 -Weak and strong diversity
Supplementary
1) Basic descriptive analysis
To capture one's social context diversity, we first propose two diversity measures, which we term weak diversity measure and strong diversity measure, considering the social connectivity among one's connected neighbors. As described in the main text, indegree is directly measured by the number of followers of an ego user, weak diversity measure is computed by the number of weakly connected components in the connected neighborhood (formed by followers) of the ego user whereas strong diversity measure is computed by the number of strongly connected components in the connected neighborhood of the ego user. For any user whose number of followers is less than 2, weak and strong diversity measure is the same as his/her indegree, because weak and strong diversity measure cannot work due to the lack of social connections in his/her connected neighborhood. Supplementary Table 4 presents the basic descriptive analysis of indegree, weak diversity measure and strong diversity measure. Nearly half of the ego users in the sample has no followers at all, about 14% ego users has only one follower and the majority (about 87%) of ego users have less than 10 followers. However, some users could have as many as tens of thousands of followers. For example, one user has 654,497 followers, which also indicates the high inequality of number of followers on the platform. Similar patterns are also found in terms of weak and strong diversity measures. Supplementary Table 5 further presents the pairwise Pearson correlation coefficients between indegree, weak diversity measure and strong diversity measure. Inevitably, both of them are somewhat highly correlated since weak diversity measure and strong diversity measure are built upon indegree. But, strong diversity measure is too close to indegree (Pearson's r = 0.992) which may largely due to the fact that conditions of strong connectivity between nodes are generally very rare in the constructed network. Supplementary Fig. 4 displays the probability distributions of indegree, weak diversity measure and strong diversity measure. Dashed line in each panel is the power-law fitting for each distribution, and the fitted power-law exponents are 1.641, 1.690 and 1.659 for indegree, weak diversity measure and strong diversity measure, respectively.
2) Performance of weak and strong diversity measures
Performance of weak diversity measure and strong diversity measure on 2-follower, 3-follower and 4-follower ego networks has been shown in the main text (Fig. 2) . Supplementary Fig. 5 illustrates the social reputation index as a function of weak diversity measure for ego users with 5-10 followers (i.e., indegree) (For ease of visualization and space constraints, only ego users with ≤ 10 followers are shown). As shown in the figure, even for ego users with the same number of followers, those whose weak diversity measures are higher also tend to have higher social reputations. Supplementary Fig. 6 illustrates the social reputation index as a function of strong diversity measure for ego users with 5-10 followers (i.e., indegree). Similarly, even for ego users with the same number of followers, those whose strong diversity measures are higher also tend to have higher social reputations. Taken together, patterns found for ego users with 5-10 followers are consistent with the results in the main text.
Although both higher indegree, weak diversity measure and strong diversity measure indicate higher social reputations separately (Supplementary Table 6 , column 1-3), additional regression analyses reveal that weak diversity measure and strong diversity measure function quite differently when compared with indegree (Supplementary Table 6 , column 4-5) (Regression tables throughout Supplementary Information are generated by R package stargazer S7 ). These patterns still exist even when we focus on users with extremely high (top 5%) social reputations (Supplementary Table 7 , column 1-5). In general, we find that it's one's social context diversity (indicated by diversity measures) rather than merely number of followers that predicts one's social reputation in the network.
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Supplementary Strong diversity measure Social reputation index Supplementary Fig. 6 . Social reputation index as a function of strong diversity measure, stratified by indegree. Illustration of social reputation index for 5 to 10-follower ego networks, where each block corresponds to different number of followers. Bars are bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.
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Supplementary Table 6. Testing the effectiveness of weak and strong diversity measures. Independent variables are log-transformed due to the highly skewed distributions. To make estimations comparable, all variables are further normalized to the range [0, 1] before they are fed into regressions.
Dependent variable:
Social reputation index
Indegree ( Testing the effectiveness of weak and strong diversity measures for top 5% ego users with the highest social reputations. Independent variables are log-transformed due to the highly skewed distributions. To make estimations comparable, all variables are further normalized to the range [0, 1] before they are fed into regressions.
Indegree ( Supplementary Note 4 -k-clip decomposition
1) k-clip decomposition
In the previous sections, we have shown that compared with indegree, weak and strong diversity measures provide better depictions of personal social reputations. However, when computing strong diversity measure, the conditions of strong connectivity between nodes are generally very rare in the constructed network (indicated by the fact that strong diversity measure is too close to indegree with the Pearson correlation coefficient as r = 0.992). While for weak diversity measure, simply assuming any two nodes belong to one social component as long as there exists a direct social tie between them may make weak diversity measure fail to capture the implicit social context diversity, especially when the largest weakly connected component size is considerable compared with the network size (e.g., Fig. 4 b-c in the main text). Therefore, more plausible diversity measures are urgently needed to more accurately quantify the social context diversity of nodes in the network. As such, we propose a new diversity measure, which we term "k-clip diversity measure", via "k-clip decomposition" on directed networks. Specifically, for an ego user, the k-clip decomposition is applied by repeatedly removing all nodes of outdegree larger than or equivalent to k (k is a positive integer) in the network formed by the ego user's connected neighbors. After the k-clip decomposition, the number of weakly connected components in the decomposed network is just the k-clip diversity measure we need. Algorithm 1 gives the pseudocode of the basic k-clip decomposition on a given directed network. Note that, the k-clip decomposition is a general approach and can be applied to other directed networks in other studies according to respective demands, not just limited to the ego networks we investigated here.
Generally speaking, k-clip diversity measure locates at the range of weak diversity measure and indegree: weak diversity measure ≤ k-clip diversity measure ≤ indegree. When "k-clip diversity measure = indegree", it also indicates "k-clip diversity measure = weak diversity measure"; but only "k-clip diversity measure = weak diversity measure" is not sufficient to get "k-clip diversity measure = indegree". Note that, in a directed network, removing any node with outdegree or indegree ≥ 1 doesn't reduce the number of weakly connected components in the network. Therefore, we have the property: k-clip diversity measure ≤ (k − 1)-clip diversity measure for any k ≥ 2 in a directed network. Taken together, we know that: weak diversity measure ≤ k-clip diversity measure ≤ (k − 1)-clip diversity measure ≤ indegree for any k ≥ 2. As such, large k makes k-clip diversity measure approach weak diversity measure, while small k makes k-clip diversity measure close to indegree.
Supplementary Fig. 7 and 8 give two examples for the detailed k-clip decomposition on two ego networks. Ego user in Supplementary Fig. 7 has 9 followers, and one node has 6 outgoing links (i.e., outdegree=6) in the ego user's connected neighborhood ( Supplementary Fig. 7b ). For this ego user, his/her weak diversity measure is 3. Intuitively, nodes at the bottom of Supplementary Fig. 7b may not know each other at all, but due to the existence of one node who creates too many outgoing links, these nodes somewhat "mistakenly" fall into one connected component in the sense of weak connectivity. Therefore, weak diversity measure may fail to accurately capture the ego user's social context diversity in this scenario. The k-clip decomposition is proposed to cope with situations like this. If we set k as 5, node with the largest outdegree (i.e., 6) in the connected neighborhood of the ego user will be removed ( Supplementary Fig. 7c) , and all nodes' outdegree is less than 5 in the decomposed network ( Supplementary Fig. 7d ). Ego user in Supplementary Fig. 8 has 80 followers. To show the detailed process, we set the parameter k to be 2, suggesting that all nodes' outdegree is less than 2 after k-clip decomposition. In this example, the 2-clip diversity measure is 66; but if we set k to be 5 instead, the 5-clip diversity measure becomes 64.
k-clip decomposition is computational efficient in most of the cases in our samples as more than 99% (233,390 of 234,834) ego users have less than 1,000 followers. At each step, only one node with the largest outdegree (≥ k) is removed (we call this "single removal mode"), and when several nodes with the the largest outdegree exist at each step, node with the largest degree (i.e., outdegree + indegree) is removed firstly. But for ego users with extremely large number of (e.g., hundreds of thousands) followers, only removing one node with the largest outdegree (≥ k) at each step may still be too slow. As such, we also implement some tricks to accelerate the decomposition process. Instead of removing one node, we remove all nodes with the largest outdegree (≥ k) at each step (we call this "multiple removal mode") for ego users with large number of followers. For example, after one step of k-clip decomposition, if there are still more than 1,000 nodes in the weakly connected components (with component size ≥ 2) in the remaining connected neighborhood of an ego user, we will continue to implement multiple removal mode in the next step, otherwise single removal mode as normal.
2) Performance of k-clip diversity measure
In practice, we find k=5 is capable to capture the social context diversity. In the following sections of the paper, k is set to be 5 for k-clip diversity measure, unless otherwise noted. The pairwise Pearson correlation coefficients between k-clip diversity measure and indegree, weak and strong diversity measures are shown in Supplementary Table 8. Supplementary  Fig. 9 illustrates the social reputation index as a function of k-clip diversity measure, stratified by indegree for ego users with 2-10 followers. Consistent with previous findings, even for ego users with the same number of followers, those whose k-clip diversity measures are higher also tend to have higher social reputations.
Regression analyses further demonstrate the superiority of the k-clip diversity measure. Supplementary Table 9 , column 2-4 suggest the predictive power of k-clip diversity measure over indegree, weak diversity measure and strong diversity measure, respectively. In addition, the advantages of k-clip diversity measure are even somewhat amplified when we focus on ego users with the highest (top 5%) social reputations (Supplementary Table 10 ). As shown in Supplementary Table 10 , indegree, weak diversity measure and strong diversity measure are no longer significant predictors when directly compared with k-clip diversity measure in three combined regressions. Taken together, k-clip decomposition provides a plausible way to more accurately quantify one's social context diversity.
3) Other choices of k in k-clip decomposition
In this section, we show the performance of k-clip diversity measure when k is set to be [2, 10] (values larger than 10 are not considered as nearly 87% ego users have less than 10 followers). Supplementary Fig. 10 illustrates how the advantages of k-clip diversity measure over indegree, weak diversity measure and strong diversity measure change with the parameter k changes from 2 to 10. Specifically, k-clip diversity measure is directly compared with indegree, weak diversity measure or strong diversity measure in each regression with the social reputation index set as dependent variable. The difference between the regression coefficient of k-clip diversity measure and the regression coefficient of other metrics in each combined regression suggests the relative advantages of k-clip diversity measure over other metrics in each panel. For all (i.e., 234,834) ego users (left panels), the superiority of k-clip diversity measure over indegree degenerates with the increase of k in the range of [2, 10] ; the superiority of k-clip diversity measure over weak diversity measure grows with the increase of k; while the superiority of k-clip diversity measure over strong diversity measure first grows and then degenerates with the increase of k. Similar patterns are also found when we focus on top 5% (i.e., 11,742) ego users (right panels) except that the superiority of k-clip diversity measure over strong diversity measure degenerates with the increase of k in the range of [2, 10] .
Here we discuss how the optimal parameter k of k-clip diversity measure is obtained in the range of [2, 10] . We focus on the performance of k-clip diversity measure in predicting personal social reputations for all and top 5% ego users to pick the optimal k. Considering the fact that the majority (about 87%) of ego users have less than 10 followers and k-clip diversity measure locates at the range of weak diversity measure and indegree, the optimal parameter k of k-clip diversity measure should at least meet these requirements: (1) when the optimal k is obtained, weak diversity measure and indegree should act as negative or non-significant predictors (significance level set at p<0.05) compared with the k-clip diversity measure; (2) k should be as small as possible since small k indicates better generalizability of the k-clip decomposition. As we can see from Supplementary Fig. 10 , when k is set to be 2 or 3, weak diversity measure serves as a positive and significant predictor of social reputations for all and top 5% ego users (Middle panels); When k is set to be 4, although weak diversity measure serves as a negative predictor for all ego users (Middle panels, left), it still acts as a positive and significant predictor for top 5% ego users (Middle panels, right). Therefore, 2, 3 and 4 are not good choices of k for k-clip diversity measure. As we need a parameter k as small as possible, k=5, instead of 6 or other larger values, is just the optimal choice for k-clip diversity measure, since k=5 satisfies both of the requirements we have mentioned simultaneously. Specifically, when k is set to be 5, indegree and weak diversity measure are both negative predictors of social reputations compared with k-clip diversity measure for all ego users, and the superiority of k-clip diversity measure over strong diversity measure is also confirmed for all ego users (Left panels); Moreover, the statistical effects of indegree, weak diversity measure and strong diversity measure on personal social reputations become non-significant (indicated by the 95% confidence intervals crossing 0 in Right panels) when compared with k-clip diversity measure for top 5% ego users. As such, we set k to be 5 instead of other values such as 4 or 6.
4) Other approaches of network decomposition
To cope with situations where one large connected component exists in the connected neighborhood of an ego user, we propose a fast and straightforward way-k-clip decomposition-to decompose the connected neighborhood in the main text. Here, we discuss some other approaches to do the decomposition.
In a directed network, the degree of one node is defined as the sum of its indegree and outdegree. During the network decomposition, if we prefer to remove nodes with highest degree in each step instead of merely highest outdegree, the generated diversity measure will be extremely correlated with indegree (Pearson's r > 0.99). Moreover, if we apply community detection S2 on the connected neighborhood of an ego user (directed networks are transformed to undirected networks) and then use the community count to capture the social context diversity, the generated diversity measure will be extremely correlated with weak diversity measure (Pearson's r > 0.99). k-shell decomposition is also another widely used decomposition method in complex networks, but it is not applicable in our scenario in two ways. First, as we have demonstrated in the main text, ego users whose followers are completely isolated (i.e., no social ties among one's connected neighbors) have the highest potential of social reputations, but their k-shell index would be zero if we apply the k-shell decomposition. Second, as evidenced in the literature S3, S11 , the k-shell index cannot provide further details of high resolution due to the fact that k-shell index only ranges from zero to tens, while the proposed k-clip diversity measure could range from zero to tens of thousands. In addition, other decomposition methods such as betweenness or closeness-based methods are also not applicable in our scenarios due to their nonlinear computation complexity with the increase of network size. Supplementary Fig. 7 . k-clip decomposition for an ego user with 9 followers. a Illustration of an ego network with the ego user colored in orange and followers colored in blue. Edges between ego user and followers are shown in grey, while edges between followers are shown in black. b Connected neighborhood of the given ego user in (a). Connected neighborhood is the subgraph formed by one's followers in our setting. c An intermediate process during the k-clip decomposition, where node with the largest outdegree (shown in the purple area) is selected and will be removed in the next step. d The remaining connected neighborhood or decomposed connected neighborhood after k-clip decomposition, where removed node is shown in grey. In this example, we set the parameter k as 5, therefore all nodes' outdegree is less than 5 in the remaining connected neighborhood of the ego user.
Supplementary
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Ego network Here we show the general decomposition process, where k is set to be 2; in other words, after the k-clip decomposition, all nodes' outdegree should be less than 2 in the remaining connected neighborhood of the ego user. a Illustration of the ego network with the ego user colored in orange and followers colored in blue. Edges between ego user and followers are shown in grey, while edges between followers are shown in black. b Connected neighborhood of the given ego user in (a). c-g Intermediate process during the k-clip decomposition, where node with the largest outdegree (shown in the purple area) is selected in each step and will be removed in the next step. Removed nodes are shown in grey. h The remaining connected neighborhood of the ego user after k-clip decomposition, where all nodes' outdegree is less than 2 (k is set to be 2).
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• Fig. 9 . Social reputation index as a function of k-clip diversity measure, stratified by indegree. Illustration of social reputation index for 2 to 10-follower ego networks, where each block corresponds to different number of followers. Bars are bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.
Supplementary Table 9.
Testing the effectiveness of k-clip diversity measure. Independent variables are log-transformed due to the highly skewed distributions. To make estimations comparable, all variables are further normalized to the range [0, 1] before they are fed into regressions.
Dependent variable:
Indegree ( Supplementary Table 10 . Testing the effectiveness of k-clip diversity measure for top 5% ego users with the highest social reputations. Independent variables are log-transformed due to the highly skewed distributions. To make estimations comparable, all variables are further normalized to the range [0, 1] before they are fed into regressions.
Indegree ( Supplementary Fig. 10 . Performance of k-clip diversity measure versus indegree, weak diversity measure and strong diversity measure as a function of parameter k for all and top 5% ego users. Here we show the regression coefficients of k-clip diversity measure versus other measures when k is set to be [2, 10] . Upper panels: Regression coefficients of k-clip diversity measure versus indegree for all (le f t) and top 5% (right) ego users. In each regression, social reputation index is set as dependent variable, while k-clip diversity measure and indegree are set as independent variables. Middle panels: Regression coefficients of k-clip diversity measure versus weak diversity measure for all (le f t) and top 5% (right) ego users. In each regression, social reputation index is set as dependent variable, while k-clip diversity measure and weak diversity measure are set as independent variables. Bottom panels: Regression coefficients of k-clip diversity measure versus strong diversity measure for all (le f t) and top 5% (right) ego users. In each regression, social reputation index is set as dependent variable, while k-clip diversity measure and strong diversity measure are set as independent variables. Independent variables in each regression are log-transformed due to the highly skewed distributions. To make estimations comparable, all variables are further normalized to the range [0, 1] before they are fed into regressions. Bars are 95% confidence intervals.
30/50 Supplementary Note 5 -Social reputation index: other choices
In the main text, to comprehensively evaluate ego users' social reputations online, we extract a social reputation index via the non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) on a matrix comprising how many upvotes, thanks and favorites they have received.
Here we discuss other construction choices of social reputation index. First, we redo several regression analyses with how many (1) upvotes, (2) thanks and (3) favorites one received set as the social reputation index, respectively (corresponding to Supplementary Table 11, 12 and 13, respectively) . Second, we set the ensemble popularity measure, which is constructed by the mean value of upvote count (log-transformed), thank count (log-transformed) and favorite count (log-transformed) that one has received, as the social reputation index, and then repeat the analysis (Supplementary Table 14) . As expected, the performances of diversity measures (especially for k-clip diversity measure) are consistent with previous results even when we choose other choices of social reputation index described here.
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Supplementary Table 11 . Received upvote count set as social reputation index. Independent and dependent variables are log-transformed due to the highly skewed distributions. To make estimations comparable, all variables are further normalized to the range [0, 1] before they are fed into regressions.
Dependent variable:
Upvote count (log) Supplementary Note 6 -Gender differences
Male and female users are thought to show different characteristics in internet use and online behaviors S4, S6, S12 . Here we investigate gender differences in online social reputations and social context diversity on the knowledge-sharing platform. On the platform, users are free to disclose their gender or not, resulting in three gender groups: Male, Female and NA. As we have shown in previous section, gender distribution in our sample could be considered as balanced ( Supplementary  Fig. 3) . However, the gender differences in popularity measures on the platform are very clear: male users generally receive more upvotes, thanks and favorites than female users and then users of unknown gender (Supplementary Fig. 11 ; see also Supplementary Table 15, 16 and 17 for details). As expected, male users also tend to have higher social reputations than female users and users of unknown gender (Supplementary Table 18 ). Moreover, we also find that male users are more likely to have higher indegree, weak diversity, strong diversity and k-clip diversity measures than female users and users of unknown gender (see Supplementary Table 19 , 20, 21 and 22 for details). Taken together, online social reputations and diversity measures show different patterns in terms of gender, where male users tend to have higher social reputations and more diverse social contexts than female users and then users of unknown gender. Supplementary Fig. 11 . Gender differences in popularity measures. "NA" indicates the situation where user doesn't disclose his/her gender on the platform. Clearly, male users generally receive more upvotes, thanks and favorites than female users and then users of unknown gender. Bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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Supplementary Supplementary Note 7 -Robustness: controlling possible confounders
To make more reliable estimations, we study possible confounding factors here. As we have shown in the main text, the more contributions (e.g., answer posts) a user makes to the platform the higher social reputation he/she tends to have (see also  Supplementary Table 23 column 1) . Conditioning on answer count, indegree, weak diversity measure, strong diversity measure and k-clip diversity measure still act as positive and significant predictors of personal social reputations; more importantly, weak diversity measure, strong diversity measure and k-clip diversity measure function better than indegree in predicting personal social reputations (Supplementary Table 23 column [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . These patterns become even more clear when we focus on ego users with the highest (top 5%) social reputations (Supplementary Table 24 ). Moreover, the advantages of k-clip diversity measure over weak diversity measure and strong diversity measure still stand even conditioning on answer count, especially for top 5% ego users with the highest social reputations. Therefore, it's the social context diversity, rather than merely number of followers, of an individual that predicts his/her social reputation on the platform even when answer count is controlled. Although we have found that for individuals with the same number of followers, those whose followers coming from diverse social contexts are more likely to have higher social reputations, this finding may be biased by other factors, such as gender and online activity level. To more reliably estimate the statistical effect of social context diversity and eliminate the possible confounding effects induced by other observable characteristics, we further collect several types of activity-related data (see Supplementary Table 3 for the basic descriptions of activity-related data), and conduct matching experiment based on all the data we collected (see Supplementary Table 25 for detailed covariates accounted for in the matching experiment). We adopt propensity score matching (PSM), a classic approach in matching experiments, in current study. Specifically, we consider an ego user is treated (i.e., treatment group) if and only if his/her k-clip diversity measure equals to indegree (i.e., k-clip diversity measure is maximized), otherwise untreated (i.e., control group).
In the matching experiment, for every treated user, we try to find another untreated user whose indegree, gender, answer count along with several other activity-related metrics we considered here are similar with the treated user using the nearest neighbor search (implemented by R package MatchIt S8 ), and then estimate the difference of their social reputations in group level. Supplementary Table 25 and Supplementary Fig. 12 present the matched results where only 15,863 matched pairs are found and one treated ego user is matched with another untreated user (i.e., matching ratio of 1:1). The matched data are considered balanced with all standardized mean difference (SMD) less than 0.1. After matching, the distribution of social reputation index versus the estimated propensity scores is show in Supplementary Fig. 12 . Clearly, treated users tend to have higher social reputations than untreated users. In effect, the estimated social reputation index are 11.99 (95% CI, [11.79, 12.19 
42/50 Supplementary Note 8 -Social bridges
From the view of link-prediction problem in networks, individuals who have many common neighbors are also more likely to establish social connections between them S9, S10 . For example, in the collaboration network, the probability that two scientists will collaborate in the future is likely to increase with the number of collaborators they have in common. To more accurately capture the social context diversity, we take shared followees of two individuals into consideration in current study, since two individuals who share lots of followees tend to be similar to each other. We term those shared followees social bridges as they could function as implicit social ties "linking" unconnected individuals or social components. A recent study of urban purchase behavior has shed light on the application of social bridges, where they define "people who live in different communities but work at close-by locations" as social bridges and find that the number of social bridges between communities is a strong predictor of similarity in the urban purchase behavior S5 . Supplementary Fig. 13 illustrates an example of how social bridges work in a given ego network. As shown in the figure, user 1 and user 2 share a large proportion of followees, therefore they may belong to the same social component even without a direct social tie between them. Supplementary Fig. 14 gives four other examples. Upper panels illustrate 2 examples where no direct social connections exist between any two followers (colored in blue) of respective ego users (colored in orange), while lower panels illustrate another 2 examples where few social connections exist between followers (colored in blue) of respective ego users (colored in orange). In these cases, diversity measures which only consider direct social connections between followers, such as weak diversity measure or k-clip diversity measure, may fail to take potential similarities between nodes into consideration, but social bridges provide additive power to achieve that goal.
In practice, for a given ego user, we first implement the k-clip decomposition on his/her connected neighborhood, and then take the social bridges between his/her followers into consideration. After social bridges are considered in the k-clip decomposed connected neighborhood, we name the number of unlinked social components in the ultimate connected neighborhood "bridged k-clip diversity measure". As we have described in the main text, for any two followers of a given ego user, whether there exists a "bridged connection" between these two followers is determined by the Jaccard similarity of their followee sets: JaccardSim(i, j) = |F i ∩ F j |/|F i ∪ F j |. In effect, we find a threshold of 0.2 for Jaccard similarity is capable to capture the existence of bridged connections between followers of an ego user. For example, in the example network of Supplementary Fig.  13 , the Jaccard similarity of user 1 and user 2's followees is JaccardSim(user1, user2) = 0.48, while the Jaccard similarity of user 3 and user 4's followees is JaccardSim(user3, user4) = 0.12. When the threshold of Jaccard similarity is set as 0.2, there exists a bridged connection between user 1 and user 2, but not the same case for user 3 and user 4. Therefore, the k-clip diversity measure of the ego user is 7, while the bridged k-clip diversity measure is 6 when social bridges are considered.
We report the performance of social bridges when the threshold of Jaccard similarity is set as 0.2. As shown in Supplementary  Table 26 column 1-4, bridged k-clip diversity measure always outperforms indegree and other aforementioned diversity measures (indicated by the estimated coefficients of different combinations of predictors). This pattern is robust even when the answer count is controlled (26 column [5] [6] [7] [8] or focusing on ego users with extremely high (top 5%) social reputations (Supplementary  Table 27 ).
Other thresholds of Jaccard similarity are also discussed. For space constraints, only thresholds of 0.1 and 0.3 are present. As shown in Supplementary Table 28, the estimated coefficients of bridged k-clip diversity measure in the combined regressions decrease when the threshold of Jaccard similarity changes from 0.3 to 0.1. For example, comparing column 8 with column 4, the coefficient of bridged k-clip diversity measure drops from 1.465 to 0.654 while the coefficient of k-clip diversity measure increase from -0.632 to 0.168 when the threshold of Jaccard similarity changes from 0.3 to 0.1, which indicates that the superiority of bridged k-clip diversity measure over k-clip diversity measure drops when the threshold changes from 0.3 to 0.1. Similar patterns are also found even when we focus on ego users with extremely high (top 5%) social reputations (Supplementary Table 29 ). Considering the fact that a small threshold of Jaccard similarity may overestimate the similarities of two users (a small fraction of shared followees is enough to breed a bridged connection), while a large threshold may undermine the similarities of two users (only a large fraction of shared followees could breed a bridged connection), threshold of 0.2 is a reasonable choice. To conclude, for ego users considered here, social bridges between their followers provide additive power to capture the social context diversity of these ego users.
Supplementary Table 26.
Testing the effectiveness of social bridges. Independent variables are log-transformed due to the highly skewed distributions. To make estimations comparable, all variables are further normalized to the range [0, 1] before they are fed into regressions.
Dependent variable:
Social reputation index (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Indegree ( 
